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Abstract
As service providers continue to adopt disaggregated, virtualized solutions that enable speed
and agility, web-scale networking solutions are no longer merely “nice to have”; they are table
stakes for operators looking to thrive in the next generation of the economy.
As such, operators’ Radio Access Network (RAN) will become increasingly software-driven and
built with a variety of software and hardware from multiple vendors. However, this brings its
own set of challenges, not least of which is ensuring interoperability of the various components
and optimizing deployment scenarios considering every service provider’s network architecture
is unique and must be treated as such.
This nuance places added emphasis on supply chain and integration. Thus, the role of systems
integrators has become critical to accelerating the consumption and adoption of Open RAN
architectures and the benefits they afford.
This white paper establishes the need for Open RAN within service providers’ network
architecture and details its ability to enhance 4G capabilities while providing a simple and
accelerated path for adopting 5G. In addition, we detail the value systems integration and
supply chain play in deploying Open RAN and other ancillary technologies.

Industry Context and Business Justification
The RAN has long been considered the most expensive part of a service provider’s network.
Today, with 5G deployments top of mind, investment in traditional RAN solutions are expected
to skyrocket as 5G demands a much denser RAN.
In fact, mobile network operators are expected to spend more than $41 billion annually on 5Gcompatible network solutions by 2023 while non-5G spending will fall roughly 16 percent as
4G/5G spending shifts toward virtual RAN technology.
On top of being costly, legacy RAN solutions are notoriously restrictive, as major components of
a RAN must come from the same vendor’s system. This vendor lock-in constrains feature
delivery — often driven by only a select major account — stifles innovation, limits efficiency
and inflates costs.
In contrast, open, virtualized RAN replaces legacy, single-vendor RAN with a stable, scalable and
5G-ready architecture that allows for a more efficient network that optimizes performance,
enables more agile service delivery to end customers and reduces operational expenditures.
The open vRAN approach enables a new ecosystem of vendors to participate in the RAN
industry while leveraging the benefits of cloud-based architecture, including web-scale
hardware and systems. Such degree of flexibility and vendor choice can greatly improve a
service provider’s supply chain posture, allowing for faster time to market and accelerated
innovation cycles.

Further, open, cloud-based RAN is essential to realizing the potential of 5G networks by
providing:
•
•
•
•
•

Improved global supply chain practice.
Faster feature delivery and time to market.
Improved overall user experience.
Reduced operational expenditures through superior automation and power
management.
Enhanced revenue from new business models through API enablement.

WWT Open RAN Solution Overview
In April 2020, World Wide Technology, a $12 billion technology solution provider, announced a
partnership with Cisco and Altiostar to develop an Open RAN blueprint service providers could
leverage to accelerate the deployment of 4G/5G Open RAN solutions in their network.
The combined solution will enable operators to deploy fully integrated open, cloud-based
virtualized RAN solutions based on technologies created by Cisco and Altiostar.
The WWT Open RAN blueprint consists of infrastructure software and hardware from Cisco,
including its Cisco Virtual Infrastructure Manager (CVIM) platform, Ultra Packet Core, and
Converged SDN Transport. Also included is Altiostar’s 4G and 5G open vRAN software, which
supports open interfaces and disaggregates the radio hardware from the radio software.
The blueprint, validated in WWT’s state-of-the-art Advanced Technology Center, is a major step
towards realization of the industry’s 5G vision by delivering an open, agile, software-driven
network that enables richer services, with greater flexibility at a lower cost.
We realize few service providers are interested in utilizing "off the shelf" solutions and will
require a level of customization that best meets their needs to deliver business outcomes. Our
Open RAN blueprints jumpstart service providers' Open RAN deployment strategy by providing

them a validated Open RAN architecture that would take upwards of a year to design, test and
validate on their own. From there, we collaborate with operators to develop unique Open RAN
solutions that utilize the blueprint foundation to more quickly go to market.

Critical Nature of Systems Integration and Supply Chain
Innovation in mobile networking and open virtualized RAN is continuing at a rapid pace. Most
service providers need help accelerating the integration and adoption of open vRAN to realize
these benefits.
Systems integrators, such as WWT, help eliminate this gap and enable operators to quickly
adopt new, open architectures to increase their competitiveness.
Building the validated blueprint in the ATC will allow operators to move from innovation to
validation and deployment more rapidly than in the past, as service providers will be able to see
the Open RAN solution in operation, get their hands on it, and test features that they require.
Next-Generation Factory Model
WWT's Open RAN program enablement utilizes our Next-Generation Factory Model which
helps service providers accelerate time to revenue by validating complex, multi-vendor
solutions with speed in our ATC, integrating them at scale in one of our global integration
facilities
The value proposition of a disaggregated, multi-vendor RAN that leverages best-of-breed
solutions is easy to understand — and carries extraordinary potential — but remains incredibly
difficult to deliver. Once hardware and software are pulled apart, someone still needs to piece
them back together in such a way that is time and cost effective.
Further, service providers increasingly need to consider vertical-specific requirements to cater
to customer needs. And, ultimately, those solutions need to be efficiently deployed on a global
scale.
ATC Innovation Ecosystem
•
•
•
•

24/7 virtual access to comprehensive collection of physical labs and integrated
architectural solutions.
More than 150 technology vendors — from emerging startups to industry titans.
More than $500 million in technology infrastructure
On-demand labs, proofs of concept, product comparisons and more.

Integration and Supply Chain
•
•
•

More than 4 million square feet spread over three continents.
More than 250,000 square feet of integration lab space, with facilities in U.S.,
Amsterdam, Singapore and Mumbai.
Material planning, staging and integration, strategic sourcing, complete program
outsource, order management, testing and burn-in and just-in-time delivery.

Professional Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consulting
Application and software development
Labs-as-a-service
Infrastructure services
Multicloud services
Adoption services
Strategic staffing
Security consulting

Open RAN Program Enablement: A Modular Engagement
The needs and requirements for each operator are different. Some networks are using
outdated 3G infrastructure no longer supported by vendors while others are deploying 4G/LTE
infrastructure with an eye on moving to 5G.
As Competitive Carriers Association (CCA) President and CEO Steve Berry told FierceWireless:
“There’s not one template. There’s not one solution that will work for everyone.”
This complexity and nuance of operators’ networks requires an approach tailored to a service
provider’s precise business objectives.
Further complicating matters, as service providers consider Open RAN solutions, they must
build a separate, standalone network alongside their existing networks before they can shut the
old one down.
Our end-to-end program enablement is flexible and designed to meet the needs of service
providers no matter where they are at in terms of a network transformation journey.
We provide customized plans to make sure operators get to deployment as quickly as possible.
•
•
•
•
•

Step 1: Solution Definition, Validation and Testing: Proof of concept, architecture
validation and functional/performance testing.
Step 2: Design, Scoping and Planning: Field design, site surveys, RF planning, RAN
transition planning.
Step 3: Staging, Solution Build and Shipping: Solution integration, advanced inventory,
kitting, configuration, DOA testing, just-in-time delivery.
Step 4: On-Site Deployment and Optimization: On-site commissioning, configuration,
acceptance test validation and solution optimization.
Step 5: Ongoing Support and Maintenance: Day-N monitoring and support, lifecycle
management and preventive maintenance.

In order to drive new models for mobile operators, a systems integrator must first become
intimately familiar with that specific operator’s network and business objectives.

The WWT model is intentionally modular so as to bend and flex to best meet the requirements
of each individual service provider, which have unique network architectures that demand a
tailored approach.

WWT Open RAN Deployment Models
Because each network has its own fingerprint, no two deployment will be the same either.
However, given our experience and knowledge of network operators, we have established
three base deployment models operators can use to get things moving quickly.
Legacy RAN systems were handled by a baseband unit (BB) that is now virtualized as part of the
cloudification of RAN architectures to enable better scaling and resource pooling. Open v-RAN
disaggregates the virtual BBU (vBBU) further into real-time, or Distributed Unit (vDU) and nonreal-time, or Central Unit (vCU) functions.
Typically, the vRAN software has very specific hardware requirements for the vDU component
(real-time), which balance cost and performance. The vDU server nodes will have a
configuration applied that allocates each CPU core carefully and will have specific hardware for
offloading digital signal processing (DSP) functions.
Modular deployment blueprints of our Open RAN solution are available to support costeffective options for greenfield builds and existing infrastructure upgrades.
Model 1: High Density (Centralized vDU at Far Edge DC)
This solution is ideal for areas that may have fiber transport to the sites and can meet the
latency requirements to centralize the vDU. This model provides the best pooling gain and
inter-site coordination capabilities for an operator. It allows cloud management and
automation capabilities for ensuring cloud-scale deployments for customers.

Model 2: Low Density (vDU at Cell Site)
This model uses a small-footprint server optimized for deployment to the tower. The server is
expected to run a vDU in a compact form factor IP65 unit which can be deployed on a cell
tower in an outdoor environment. This solution is idea for rural solutions where outdoor
cabinets are not available or transport may not be easily accessible. Centralized cloud
management and automation are available for operational efficiencies.

Model 3: High Density (vDU at Cell Site)
The third model uses a high density x86 server and is configured to run the baseband for
multiple RRUs at the tower site. The DU will support 12 sectors of RUs with multiple LTE bands
and is ideal for operators that may have multiple spectrum holdings. This configuration will also
support LTE-advanced features like carrier-aggregation. Centralized cloud management and
automation are available for operational efficiencies.

Invest in the Future
As 5G deployments grow around the world, Open RAN is gaining momentum based on its clear
value proposition, including breaking vendor lock-in, letting operators mix-and-match
components, reducing total cost of ownership and increasing performance.
However, operators are still looking to leverage 4G and will continue to do so even as 5G
networks are deployed.
Open RAN enables service providers to maximize investment as they leverage existing 4G
network infrastructure while at the same time delivering the open, agile and software-driven
network components that will be required under 5G. Thus, Open RAN blueprints will accelerate
operators' time-to-revenue for a rapid 4G/5G upgrade path.

Conclusion
Service providers are looking to disaggregate and virtualize their infrastructure to enable agility
in delivering new cloud-based services to their enterprise and consumer customers. Open,
virtualized RAN is a revolutionary, though complicated, technology that accomplishes just that.
Service providers’ need to deploy proprietary network architectures combined with the multivendor nature of Open RAN prohibits a one-size-fits-all approach.
Thus, a systems integrator such as WWT becomes critical to operators’ ability to consume,
deploy and, ultimately, monetize Open RAN.

Open RAN FAQ
WWT, along with partners Cisco and Altiostar participated in a Light Reading webinar detailing
how Open RAN can drive efficiency, enable agility and enhance 5G adoption. During and after
the presentation, WWT’s subject matter experts answered a variety of questions from service
providers and other attendees of the webinar.
Q: How do you envision Open RAN changing the role of the Communications Service Provider
(CSP)?
A: Open RAN is operator driven and enables CSPs to drive their own network, including putting
together best-of-breed networks. System integrators play a key role in validating and
managing the multi-vendor solutions that will help CSPs optimize cost and shrink the time it
takes to bring solutions to market.
Q: How exactly will Open RAN reduce operating expenses?
A: Networks are becoming increasingly complex. The self-driving nature of Open RAN will be
able to leverage new learning-based technologies that automate operational network functions
and reduce operational expenditures (opex).
In combination with Open RAN’s open interfaces, AI-optimized closed-loop automation will
be achievable and will enable a new era for network operations. Open interfaces are essential

to enabling small vendors or operators to quickly introduce their own services. They also enable
operators to customize the network to suit their own unique needs.
All these aspects of O-RAN can reduce operating expenses.
Q: As the RAN is decomposed and disaggregated, do you foresee a multi-vendor RAN
that is unique to the key applications or vertical it serves?
A: One of the benefits of Open RAN is achieving a best-of-breed multi-vendor network that
enables operators to bring innovative solutions specific to different industry verticals from RAN
vendors, third parties and their own R&D teams. Yes, Open RAN will usher in unique multivendor architectures tailored to meet the needs of specific applications of industries.
Q: Do you see Open RAN evolving into RAN-as-a-service that utilizes industry-leading cloud
platforms?
A: The RAN is evolving to a RAN-as-a-service model deployed on different kinds of cloud
platforms. The Evolved Packet Core (EPC) and IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) are already being
delivered as a cloud-based service. Different components of the RAN are being developed as
cloud-native containerized services, which facilitates RAN-as-a-service deployments.
Q: How do you see Open RAN evolving for in-building use? How can it enable localized
neutral-host networks?
A: Open RAN is applicable to multiple use cases including in-building solutions. In the case of inbuilding or venue use cases, open RAN plays a key role in enabling neutral host solutions that
are less cumbersome, less expensive and easier to manage. This is because openness makes
sharing the multiple layers of the network by multiple operators easier.
Q: How can we ensure interoperability of the various vendor solutions? Will there be a
certification or common labs for mobile operators?
A: System integrators like WWT provide a lab environment to validate multi-vendor solutions.
WWT works with multiple vendors to certify such mix-and-match solutions and makes lab
environments available directly for service providers. This enables service providers to validate
and test their own custom configurations.
Q: There are some concerns the shift towards Open RAN with multiple RAN DU, CU, hardware
and software vendors could result in higher integration costs. Is this a valid concern?
A: This is an area where system integrators like WWT can play a significant role. System
integrators can drive interoperability testing and validation. Integrators that are experienced
and focused on this can help manage integration costs and bring new innovations to market
quicker.
Q: What is the relationship between open vRAN and general processing hardware such as
CPU or GPU?

A: Open RAN aims to bring cloud-scale economics to the RAN. One of the enablers for this is
being able to use off-the-shelf hardware with CPU and GPU that result in a network that meets
industry reliability and availability standards in a cost-efficient manner.
Q: Tier 1 operators are evaluating Open RAN in low average revenue per user
(ARPU) parts of the network. How does a brownfield operator enter ORAN?
A: Today's Open RAN networks deliver capacity, reliability and availability that meet industry
standards. This means Open RAN can be evaluated and deployed in multiple parts of the
network. Different operators will follow different adoption paths based on their business
needs.
Q: How can a service provider closely tied with OEMs and their own engineering take
advantage of the reference architecture and adjust to align with their own unique
requirements?
A: New technologies like 5G present a great opportunity for operators to consider and adopt
Open RAN solutions that will help them bring new technologies to market faster and reduce
capex and open costs.
Q: What other advantages does Open RAN present to operators?
Operators can also take advantage of upgrading aging proprietary boxes. Instead of updating a
proprietary box that is at end of life with a new proprietary box, operators can opt for an Open
RAN solution. Operators can then leverage their own engineers that know the details of their
market well with the help of system integrators to facilitate their transition to open RAN.
Q: Do you believe mobile network operators (MNO) will be willing to take on the
risk and responsibility of deploying Open RAN and the operational complexity it could bring?
A: The traditional monolithic RAN solution approach no longer meets today's quickly evolving
network requirements. These requirements are driven by the need to bring solutions to market
quickly, cost efficiently and with minimal hardware swaps. MNO decision makers are
increasingly looking at Open RAN to address these needs and stay competitive.
Q: Without fiber transport, what is the base of transport network (MH)? How does it keep
transport network throughput and latency?
A: Alternative transport network options like Microwave can be used. The transport network
will have to be dimensioned and configured to meet the end-to-end performance
requirements.
Q: How will the profit pool be shared by players in the Open RAN ecosystem?
A: The Open RAN ecosystem creates partnerships between system integrators, OEMs and
operators with a common goal of getting new technologies to market in a cost-efficient
manner. This approach creates business opportunities to all stakeholders including small
innovative startup companies.

Q: What is the difference in scope and purpose between the Open RAN Policy
Coalition and the O-RAN Alliance?
A: The Open RAN Policy Coalition was formed to advocate for government policies supporting
the development and adoption of open and interoperable solutions in the Radio Access
Network (RAN). WWT is uniquely positioned as the only system integrator that is part of the
coalition. The O-RAN Alliance was founded by operators to clearly define requirements and
help build a supply chain eco-system to realize the benefits of open RAN by bringing openness
and intelligence to the radio network.
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